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INTRODUCTION – WHAT IS A TWO-TRACK SYSTEM? 

One of the major objectives of the City of Albany Development Code Amendment (DCA) Project is 
to establish a “two-track system” (also referred to as a “multi-track system”) for design and review 
requirements for multifamily, triplex and townhouses (Phase 1) and commercial and industrial 
development (Phase 2), and subdivisions (Phase 3). Development codes that have a “two track 
system” offer: 

• A clear and objective track that specifies design requirements in ways that require no staff 
interpretation. If standards are met, approval of the application will be granted. Review is 
generally done through a plan check of a building permit application or a Type I review and 
does not require a land use action. 

• A discretionary track(s) which states the purpose, intent or guideline that must be achieved 
by the design, with the burden of proof on the applicant to make a case to the decision-
maker for why the proposed design meets the intent or guideline. Decisions are made based 
on a set of established criteria. Review is generally either at the staff level through a Type II 
process (with notice but no hearing except on appeal) or at a hearing before a planning or 
design commission through a Type III process. Some jurisdictions split the discretionary 
track into two tracks -- requiring Type II staff review process when just a few exceptions to 
the clear and objective standards are requested, and a Type III hearing review process when 
greater flexibility is requested. 

The advantage of such a system, when successfully implemented, is that it offers both certainty 
and flexibility. Applicants willing to work within the clear and objective standards have the option 
of an expedited review process that saves time and money and increases the certainty of approval. 
For those with creative ideas that don’t meet the objective standards, discretionary review is 
available, with more flexibility than is available under the current system. In addition, Oregon’s 
planning statutes and rules require cities to provide clear and objective standards and procedures 
for housing.  
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Albany’s current system of development standards and site plan review requires staff-level limited 
land use decisions (“Type I-L”) for nearly all new multi-family and non-residential development in 
the city. A disadvantage of this approach is that even a staff-level limited land use decision adds 
time and expense for applicants compared to a process that relies on clear and objective standards 
that can be reviewed through a building permit plan check or Type I review without need for a land 
use action.  

The existing standards also provide only limited options for flexibility. For the most part, deviations 
are available only through Adjustments (which allow limited modifications to numeric standards for 
unusual situations and infill sites) and Variances (which allow deviations to many code 
requirements when those requirements would create unintended hardships or preclude reasonable 
economic use of the property). Adjustments are reviewed as a Type I-L process, and variances are 
reviewed as a Type II process.  

TRACK 1 – CLEAR AND OBJECTIVE STANDARDS AND CRITERIA 

One thing all two-track or multi-track systems have in common is that one of the tracks provides a 
way of reviewing a development application using only clear and objective standards and criteria. A 
clear and objective track is required by State law for residential development (with some exceptions 
for historic districts), but it can also benefit non-residential development by providing certainty. 

What makes a standard “clear and objective?” Clear and objective standards have definitions 
and/or measurement that provide for consistent interpretation of the standard. In other words, any 
two people applying the same standard to a development would get the same result, and there is 
no need for the reviewer to use their discretion in applying the standard.  

Clear and objective standards should: 

• Address all aspects of building and site design that are important to the City (e.g., 
building/parking placement and orientation, entry location, windows and facades, 
pedestrian circulation, landscaping and open space, etc.) What’s important may vary 
based on the type of building or its location within the City. 

• Ensure that a development meeting the standards will meet the City’s design 
expectations. The standards should not be set so low that the community is unhappy 
with the results. 

• Work for typical sites and circumstances but recognize that the clear and objective track 
will not work in all situations.  

• Not be so strict that developers always opt for the discretionary track. 

Review criteria provide the basis for making a decision about an application (i.e., if the criteria are 
met, the application can be approved). For this track to be completely clear and objective, 
applicable review criteria need to be clear and objective as well as the standards.  
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Most of the City of Albany’s current standards for residential development are clear and objective, 
and many are working well to deliver satisfactory development outcomes. However, in some cases, 
revisions are needed. In Phase 1 of this project, the Task Force will be evaluating the City of 
Albany’s current standards and criteria for multifamily, triplex and townhouse development 
primarily to determine if they are clear and objective.  There may also be a limited number of 
standards and criteria that need to be revised to better accomplish their intended purpose, or to 
clarify implementation.  

TRACK 2 – DISCRETIONARY REVIEW 

Track 2 of a two-track system provides flexibility and allows for consideration of creative solutions 
through discretionary review. There are a number of ways this can be accomplished in a 
Development Code. Three approaches that are typically used are outlined below (Models A-C), 
although only Models A and B are recommended for consideration. Model A with some 
modifications and refinements may be the best option for Albany as it is most consistent with the 
Albany Development Code.  

Model A: Adjustments to Individual Standards 

Albany currently allows adjustments to design and development standards, but only on a very 
limited basis. Some cities (e.g., Happy Valley, Hillsboro, Portland) allow the use of adjustments on a 
much broader scale. For example, in Portland the adjustment review process provides a mechanism 
by which the regulations in the zoning code may be modified if the proposed development 
continues to meet the intended purpose of those regulations. They also allow for alternative ways 
to meet the purposes of the code. There are exceptions to the adjustment process, for example, 
fundamentals like the description of permitted uses and density in the residential zones can’t be 
adjusted.  

Some jurisdictions limit the use of adjustments to the design standards and require a variance 
(which is stricter) to modify key elements such as lot width. With no limit on the number of 
adjustments that can be applied to a development, adjustment review can serve as a second 
“flexible” track. Key to success with this approach are purpose statements for the standards that 
provide enough guidance for applicants and reviewers to understand the intent of the standards. In 
cases where an applicant requests more than just a few adjustments, the City can require a Type III 
process rather than Type II. 

Model A Pros Model A Cons 
• Keeps the focus on the clear and objective 

standards. Works well if applicants only 
need flexibility on a limited number of 
standards. 

• Relies on purpose statements for 
standards. Albany already has purpose 
statements for many of its standards, 

• Would be cumbersome if applicant is 
seeking adjustments to a majority of the 
design standards. If that is the case, the City 
should consider creating a second 
discretionary track where more than a few 
adjustments could be reviewed through a 
Type III process. 
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Model A Pros Model A Cons 
although these may need to be tuned-up to 
provide enough guidance. 

• Allows developers to choose/limit where 
they wish to apply for discretion. 

• Each set of standards needs to have a 
clearly articulated purpose statement to 
provide adequate guidance to decision-
makers considering the requested 
adjustments. 

• Limits discretionary review to only certain 
elements of a project. It can be hard to 
consider those in isolation. 

Model B: Parallel Standard to Guidelines 

Some jurisdictions (Gresham and Washington County) provide a system of parallel guidelines and 
standards where for each topic or principle, there are both standards and guidelines. In Gresham, 
any deviation from any of the standards requires the applicant to follow the discretionary process.  

Model B Pros Model B Cons 
• Guidelines provide more guidance for 

reviews than general adjustment criteria. 
• Works well if applicant wants flexibility 

from most of the standards. 
• Reviewers can review entire project under 

guidelines, not limited to only those areas 
where discretion is being sought. 

• Creates extra work for the applicant if they 
are just seeking flexibility from a few 
standards. 

• Once one standard can’t be met and thus 
discretionary review is triggered there may 
be less motivation for applicants to try to 
meet other standards. Although, the City 
could require Type III review for those 
projects that require greater flexibility. 

• Each standard (or set of standards) needs 
to have a parallel guideline (or set of 
guidelines) 

Model C: Separate Standards and Guidelines 

Some jurisdictions have adopted separate sets of standards and guidelines, which unlike Model B, 
do not have a parallel structure and content. The City of Portland currently uses this approach for 
development within its Design Overlay for areas outside of the Central City. Portland allows 
applicants to either meet the objective standards of the Community Design Standards or go through 
the Design Review process using the Community Design Guidelines. One of the primary criticisms of 
this approach in the City of Portland is that a development designed following the Community 
Design Standards will not necessarily meet the Community Design Guidelines. As a result, if an 
applicant finds they cannot meet all of the Community Design Standards, they may have to fully 
redesign the building in order to meet the Community Design Guidelines. 

This model is not recommended, but it provides a helpful lesson – both tracks in a two-track system 
should lead to development that is acceptable to the City. The clear and objective track should 
provide a “pre-approved” means of meeting a design purpose or guidelines, not a completely 
different result. 
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NEXT STEPS 

During the October meeting the Task Force will be asked to consider the pros and cons of each of 
the two track-review models and make recommendations for a system that will best work for 
Albany.  A joint City Council and Planning Commission will be held in mid-November focused on the 
two-track system and the Task Force recommendations regarding it. Assuming there is general 
agreement on the best model, Staff and APG will begin developing the system within the context of 
other Task Force recommended revisions to the development code.  



Planning Application Types
TYPE I TYPE I-L TYPE II TYPE III TYPE IV
• Administrative 

decision

• Does not require 
interpretation, policy 
or legal judgement

• Not a land use 
decision

• No public notice or 
public hearing

• Example: Lot Line 
Adjustment

• Administrative 
“Limited land use 
decision”

• Requires limited 
discretion

• Evaluates uses 
permitted outright

• Public notice required

• No public hearing

• Appeals to Planning 
Commission or LUBA

• Example: Site Plan 
Review

• Administrative 
decision

• Requires limited 
discretion

• Public notice required

• Public hearing only if 
appealed

• Appeals to Planning 
Commission

• Example: Certain 
Conditional Use 
applications 

• Quasi-judicial decision 
(e.g. Planning 
Commission)

• Complex applications

• Allows significant 
discretion

• Public notice and 
public hearing 
required

• Appeals to City 
Council

• Examples: Cluster 
Development, 
Conditional Use

• Quasi-judicial decision

• Planning Commission 
recommendation 
followed by Council 
decision

• Complex applications

• Allows significant 
discretion

• Public notice and 
public hearing 
required

• Appeals to LUBA

• Examples: Zone 
Change, Code 
Amendments



Project Schedule by Phase

PHASE 1 Multitrack Review System and Development Standards for 
Multifamily, Infill, and Other Housing Types Se
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Task 1: Project kick-off, issues identification    t1
Task 2: Develop code concepts for multifamily    t2 t3 w1
Task 3: Finalize code concepts for multifamily t4
Task 4: Develop code concepts for other housing types t5
Task 5: Finalize code concepts for other housing types t6
Task 6: Public Outreach, Code Concepts o1
Task 7: Preliminary draft code amendments t7
Task 8: Internal review draft of code amendments 
Task 9: Final draft of code amendments o2 w3/t8

PHASE 2 Commercial/Non-Residential Development Standards Ju
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Task 10: Phase 2 kick-off, issues identification t9

Task 11: Develop code concepts for com/non-res development
t10

Task 12: Finalize code concepts for com/non-res development t11
Task 13: Public Outreach, Com/Non-Res Code Concepts o3 w4
Task 14: Preliminary draft code amendments for com/non-res t12

Task 15: Internal review draft of code amends  for com/non-res

Task 16: Final draft commercial/non-residential code amendments
o4 w5

Task 17: Adoption PC PC CC CC

PHASE 3 – Land Division Standards and Procedures, and 
Nonconforming Development Ju
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Task 18: Phase 3 kick-off, issues identification t14

Task 19: Develop concepts for land div and nonconforming dev
t15

Task 20: Finalize concepts for land div and nonconforming dev t16
Task 21: Public outreach, land div & noncon dev code concepts o5 w6
Task 22: Prel draft code amends for land div and noncon dev t17

Task 23: Internal review  draft code amends land div & noncon dev

Task 24: Final draft subdivision & nonconforming dev code amends

Task 25: Adoption PC PC CC CC
o6 w7/t18

t = task force
o = public open house
w = PC/CC worksession
PC = Planning Commission
CC = City Council
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